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What else do you need to do when using last 30 days?
A: Add a comment to the Payment Screen

How to calculate – DEMO Computer Calculator and Time & Date Calculator
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Give some sample questions and let everyone answer.
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We almost never see one time payments.
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Example of YTD calculation using S&D paystubs
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Using Senior & Disabled Services checks.

We chose this example to demonstrate calculating a missing check because these 
checks are always messy.  Needing to verify pay dates or calculate to see if there is a 
missing check is something that will need to be done rather frequently.

Where it says YTD we are always using the Gross, not Net.
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Calendar – ideally current and previous month at least; year at a glance 
Scheduling – a more detailed conversation at scheduling will ensure accurate 
documents are brought to the appt and less client’s will need to be rescheduled.  Idea: 
ask for email address to send appt reminder and what to bring.
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Keep comments short and to the point.
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Note:  Knowing about and asking client about other listed income is better during 
intake rather than a Pended application later.  “County requirement” – put the 
awkwardness on us.
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If things don’t seem to make sense, ask!
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Note: Court ordered alimony and child support now require official documentation. 
This will be covered in greater detail at Kickoff.
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Other informal income: Saturday market, under the table income, Etsy
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Read the whole letter!  The document will state when benefits are paid (same or 
following month) and if there are withholdings.

Other examples include 
- 2 types of SS on the same document
- Current and past benefits listed on same document

Sometimes the SS letter states if client is disabled.  Must add into OPUS.
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As we saw earlier when calculating a missing check the pay dates on these checks can 
be unclear and confusing.
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This is different from in-home care giver that may provide care in the home of a client 
but doesn’t live there full time.
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Q:  What if the gross total of the missing check is 0?
A:  There is no missing check.
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A. Why or why not?
B. What amount do we use?
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